EVERYTHING YOU EVER WANTED TO KNOW ABOUT COSTAS

COSTA LENS TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS

COSTA DRG-1 LIGHTWAVE GLASS

Our most high-tech lens is loaded with technology but is 20% thinner and 20% lighter than average polarized glass. And U.S. Patents 2,504,680 and 8,666,424 are proof that you can't find this technology anywhere but in a Costa lens.

COSTA GR6P-1 PLASTIC

These CR39™ coated lenses are known for being lightweight, impact- and scratch-resistant and far outperforming every other lens in its class with U.S. Patent 7,306,977.

COSTA 400D-1 LIGHTWAVE GLASS

These lenses put Costa on the map and still outperform the competition. And like its 580 counterpart, it's 20% thinner and 20% lighter than average polarized glass.

COSTA 400P-1 PLASTIC

These lenses are known for impact- and scratch-resistance; they’re built to weather the harsh environments all anglers face every day.

OPTIONAL LENS, COLORS AND THEIR USES

GRAY

Perfect all-around choice for sports on water and land. Maintains color saturation and natural contrast in medium to bright sun conditions.

Available in Costa 400G, 400P, Costa 580G and 580P.

BLUE MIRROR (580G B58)

Made for the open water. Encapsulated mirrors deliver maximum contrast and color in full-sun while eliminating glare.

Available in Costa 400G, 400P, Costa 580G and 580P.

AMBER

Excellent all-around lens that delivers the brightest field of vision. Great choice for fishing, driving and activities where high contrast is needed.

Available in Costa 400G, 400P and Costa 580P.

GREEN MIRROR COPPER (G65) & AMBER BASE

Encapsulated mirrors offer enhanced visual acuity for fishing inshore, flats, rivers and streams.

Available in Costa 400G and Costa 580G.

COPPER

Made for sight fishing, driving and everyday activities. Cuts glare and enhances contrast and color providing eye comfort in any conditions.

Available in Costa 580G and 580P.

SILVER MIRROR COPPER (G65) & AMBER BASE

Encapsulated mirrors optimize light transmission and enhance colors. Perfect for sight fishing or any outdoor activity with variable light.

Available in Costa 580G and 580P.

SUNRISE

A high-contrast specialty lens that allows maximum light transmission and enhanced depth perception. Perfect for activities like fishing at dawn and dusk.

Available in 580P & select frames only.